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July   13,   1978

go  leederships. of  s.ections  and  sympathising
oiganisations  and  comrades  heading  up  women' s
liberation  work:
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Present:    Germany,  Belgium,  France,  Britain,  Holland,   Italy,
Luxembourg,  Mexico,  Portugal,   Switzerland.
For  tbe  United  Secretariat  Bureau:  Allio,   Susan,  Windsor.;   .

1.  After  discussion,  the  proposal  for  reonganisation  of  the
WO.rk  as  put  forward  in  the  letter  of  May  12  sent  to  the
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that  the-centralisation.  of  women' a  liberation  work. through
the  United  Secretariat  Bureau  and  only  holding  co-drdinatillg
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The+ 6cjinfades\ of  th`e  Bureau  reaffimed  that  this  proposal  ls
not  aimed'at  difiinishing  these  discussions  and  exchanges,
but  at  better  centralising  the  work.    In  addition,  international
meetlfigs  bf  conrades  responsible  for  women's  liberaLtion  work
will  still  be  necessary  to  deal  with  specific  campaigns  or
particular. points  of  discussion.     The  fact  that  the
resporisibility  for  this  work  will  fall  on  the Bureau  from
now  on  should  not  lessen,  but  on  the  contrary  strengthen
possibilities  for  Oil.culating  information  and  exchanging
experiences.     The  schedule  for  future  meetings  will  have  to
be  discussed  in  the  fl.amework  of  all  the  intemational
co-ordinating  meetings  foreseen  for  the  autumn,  taking
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2.  As  for  the  discussion  around  the  women's  liberation
resolution  for.  the  next  world  congress,   two  contributions
to  the  international  intemal  discussion bulletin  have
already  been  I.eceived  by  the  I-ureau  from  Mexico  and  Britain.
In  addition,  the Bureau  plans  to  publish  an  intemational
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the  comrades  heading  up  women's  liberation  work  in  order  to
decide  which  documents  of  the  section  might  be  proposed  for  this
bulletin.    All  the  documents  should  be  in  the  hinds  of  the
Bureau  by  the  end  of August  at  the  latest  (at  the  end  of

9|;+g¥n}:Sofar  as  Possible  so  that  the  translation  work  can

gave  an  intl.oductory  repol.t  on  the  state  of  tne
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(french-1anguag6)   'June  22,1978)   and  outlined  the

taken  by  NAG  in  Britain  to  launch  an  international
recor-IP
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campaign. for  the  right  to  abortion  and  contraception  and  aglizist
forced  sterilisatiDn.
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become  clear  at  the  meeting  organis.6d  by  NAG  a  week  earlier  in  Lt  .  .`.
London:.   a  favor.able  situation  exists  for  launching  such  a
campaign  in  a  large  numbEI.  of  countries.     The  immediate  task  of
the  sections  and  sympathising  organisations  of  the  Fourth  Inter-  . .
national  is  to  prepare  for.  the  next  international  co-ordinating
meeting  organised  by  NAG  and  other. organisations  which  will  be  held
in  Brussells  on  Satul.day,   September  23,1978.     The  main
is  to  contact  the  largest  possible  I)umber  of  political
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trade  union  organisations  willing  to  support  this  canpaign,
basing  these  efforts  on  the  NAG  report  and  appeal,  which  should  be
sent  out  by  the  end  of  ®Tune   (.copies  of  the  report  -Can  be
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limited  to  feminist  groups  but  worild  be  a  level.  for  the  struggle
to  be  waged  on  this  question  within  the  workers  movenent  as  a  whole.

Comrades  who  are  delegates  to  the  September  23  meeting  in  Brussells
will  meet  in  Brussells  the  evening  befol.a  the  meeting  in  order  to
get  up-to-date  information  on  the  situation  and  to  discuss
perspectives  for  inter.vention.   'Afuture  letter  will  detail  the
place  and  time  of  this  meeting.

Conrad?ly,

Allio
For  the  Bul.eau


